TALKING POINTS FOR IDAHO SCHOOL FUNDING

Idaho’s current K-12 public-school funding formula is archaic. It was adopted
in 1994, and needs an upgrade to better serve the needs of our students
today and into the future. Fortunately, Idaho’s lawmakers understand the
challenge and are posed to make necessary improvements. The Idaho
legislature authorized the Public School Funding Formula Interim Committee
in 2016 to study the state’s K-12 school funding formula. In March, the
legislature authorized the committee to develop a new school funding formula
for Idaho.
According to the Education Commission of the States Idaho’s “current
funding formula did not contemplate a variety of different learning modalities,
the increasing mobility of students and the state’s move toward masterybased education.”
Nor did it imagine a system of school choice (public charters, open enrollment,
magnet schools) where a quarter of the state’s 300,000 or so public K-12
students would attend buildings other than their neighborhood school. It
certainly didn’t envision 5,500 students attending school online, or another
9,000 students taking courses through the Idaho Digital Learning Academy.
The models of education and learning have changed significantly over the last
25 years, but so too have the demographics of Idaho’s students. In the fall of
1994 there were about 230,000 K-12 students enrolled in Idaho’s public
schools. In 2016 Idaho’s K-12 enrollment topped 300,000, and the National
Center for Education Statistics predicts 325,000 students by 2022.
Idaho’s children and schools would benefit by moving towards a studentbased system of funding that incorporates three basic principles:
• Full state funding follows the child to the public school that he or she
attends;
•

Per-pupil funding amounts are “weighted” according to children’s
individual needs and circumstances; and

•

Resources arrive at school as real dollars that can be spent flexibly with
an emphasis on results, rather than on predetermined and inflexible
programs or activities.

•

Funding flexibility and accountability should be connected – all public
schools should develop accountability plans at the building level:
financial, operational and academic goals (the tested and proven
example is the PCSC performance certificate). Maximum flexibility and
reporting relief is contingent on performance.

Other states are moving in this direction. They are doing so because a
student-based funding formula can:
•

Better ensure equity for students by directing more funds to schools that
serve high proportions of disadvantaged children, regardless of where
they live or go to school.

•

Allow school-level leaders and educators to allocate resources in ways
that meet the needs of specific children, aligning authority and
responsibility in a performance-oriented management system.

•

Be flexible enough to withstand the test of time and support innovations
such as mastery-based education; and

•

Be simple to understand and transparent for educators, policy makers
and taxpayers.

